
Concordia Soccer Club: Codes of Conduct

Parent Code:

While winning is important, We recognize that playing well and fairly is the essence of 
the game.
 
We will set a good example to my/our child in his/her soccer development by adhering 
at all times to the following:

1 Practice is essential to your child’s development. We will make every effort to 
have our child at all practices on time. Early is on time, on time is late!

2 We will respect the club’s philosophy on playing time: Concordia does not require 
its coaches to adhere to equal playing time beyond the U10 age. Fair playing 
time will be practiced by all teams. Keep in mind that attendance, participation, 
effort, attitude and other observable signs of commitment may influence playing 
time during a game at all ages.

3 We will not criticize the referee openly or directly before, during or after games.

4 We will cheer at all games within the spirit of fair play and shall do our best to 
cheer the effort regardless of the outcome.

5 We will be mindful in "lopsided" games where cheering our own "winning" team 
might be misunderstood.

6 We understand that our kids are “kids”, not “little adults”. They do not view the 
world the same as us. Let their creative spirit shine and give them a chance to 
problem solve on their own, even if it takes repetitive failure. Kids are smarter 
than we give them credit for. Support their efforts and help “guide” them to the 
solution.

7 We shall support the learning effort of the players, the coaches and the referees 
by demonstrating our patience.

8 We understand that improper behavior at a match, practice or other Club 
sponsored activities may result in a parent being asked to leave the field or the 
event.

9 We shall leave the coaching to the coach during training and matches. We shall 
do our best not to give our child instructions during a training session or during 
the match… this is very counterproductive to their development. Let them play.

10 We agree to do our best to have as much fun watching the game as the players 
should have playing the game.



11 If we have a question for the coach, concerning an incident with our son/daughter 
that directly relates to a training session or match, we will wait 24 hours before 
addressing the issue. Immediate issues following a training session or match will 
not be honored by the coaching staff.

12 We will only give positive feedback to our son/daughter. A negative recap or a 
parent’s opinion on how their son/daughter should of played during the car ride 
home from a training session or match is counterproductive to their development. 
Focus on what they did well!

13 We shall do our best to teach our players to become students of the game: to 
respect themselves, their coach, their teammates, their opponents, the referees, 
their club, and the game!

14 We understand that “development” is a process that takes many years. These 
years will include peaks and valleys for many reasons. Be patient as some 
players do not rise to their peak until their upper teens. Don’t expect too much, 
too soon.

*** As Parents it is important to remember that our actions, our words, and our 
commitment directly effects our child’s growth and development within the game. 
***

———————————————————————————————

Player Code:

1 I will play for fun, not to please my parents or coach. Enjoy yourself, your 
teammates, your team, and your club.

2 I understand that practice is essential to my development. You must be prepared 
to work hard all of the time, do your best and do your part to be on time while 
having all necessary items for practice or game play. 

3 I will come prepared for training with: gray training shirt, black shorts, white 
socks, shin guards, outdoor and indoor shoes, water, with a properly inflated and 
proper sized ball. My gear is my gear, not my parents, I am responsible for it and 
that includes carrying it to and from the field.

4 I will always play by the rules, and will not argue with or complain about the 
official's calls or decisions.

5 I will concentrate on playing and on affecting the outcome of the game with your 
best effort. 

6 I understand that I play for a TEAM and must work equally as hard for them as 



would for myself. If I give up on a play or quit on a game that has a big effect on 
the success of the team. 

7 I understand that mistakes will happen. It is how I react that counts: If I lose the 
ball, that is not a problem, it is when I don’t immediately work hard to win it back 
that it becomes a problem.

8 I understand that I spend time on the bench. When I am there I still play a 
valuable part of the team and will pay attention to the game and cheer on my 
teammates.

9 I will treat all players as I would like to be treated. That includes teammates, 
coaches, parents, opponents, and referees.

10 I will always shake the referee’s hand after a match regardless of the score or my 
opinion of his/her officiating.

11 Because I enjoy the game I will work on my skills with the ball at home and away 
from practice time. If my soccer ball only comes out of the garage for scheduled 
practice, I am not getting better. I will form a relationship with my ball!

*** As a player it is important to remember that our actions, our words, and our 
commitment directly effects our growth and development within the game. ***


